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Natural water cycle

Exercises:

1. The following water asset accounts cycle is proposed
you to modify arrows you think are not correct, state why.

Legend: red abstractions,
supplies.

The following water asset accounts cycle is proposed. Have a look at it.
you to modify arrows you think are not correct, state why.

red abstractions, blue supplies, purple estimations either abstractions or

Figure 1 Natural water cycle.
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. Have a look at it. We invite

purple estimations either abstractions or
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2. For each data item in the data flow diagram (Figure 1), list the source of data
that could be used and indicate potential short coming. Use the table provided
below (SEEA-W 2012 - Water Asset Accounts).

Parameter Data source
From/to artificial
reservoir:

Returns to

Precipitation to

Inflow from other resources

Abstraction

Evaporation

Outflow to other resources in the
territory

Other changes in volume

From/to lakes: Returns

Precipitation

Inflow from other resources

Abstraction

Evaporation

Outflow to other resources in the
territory

Other changes in volume

From/to rivers: Returns

Precipitation

Inflows from upstream territories

Inflow from other resources

Abstraction

Evaporation

Outflow to downstream territories

Outflow to the sea

Outflow to other resources in the
territory

Other changes in volume

From/To groundwater: Returns

Inflows from upstream territories

From other resources (Ex: Rivers
feeding groundwater)

Abstraction

Outflow to downstream territories

Outflow to the sea

Outflow to other resources in the
territory (Ex. Groundwater
feeding rivers)

Other changes in volume

From/To soil water Returns

Precipitation

Abstraction

Evaporation

Outflow to other resources in the
territory

Other changes in volume
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Water cycle in the economy

Exercises

1. Review the following standard concepts from the System of Environmental
Accounts Central Framework (SEEA-CF): Abstraction, Final Water Use, and
Return.

The following are the standard definitions provided in the System of Environmental-Economic
Accounting, Central Framework (SEEA-CF).

Abstraction Abstraction is defined as the amount of water that is removed from any source, either
permanently or temporarily, in a given period of time. Water used for hydroelectric power
generation, is considered as abstraction and is recorded as a use of water by the
abstractor. Water abstracted but not used in production, such as water flows in mine de-
watering, are recorded as natural resource residuals. Water abstraction is disaggregated by
source and by industry. (SEEA-CF 3.195)

Final water
use

Final water use is equal to evaporation, transpiration and water incorporated into
products. (Also referred to in water statistics as “water consumption”) (SEEA-CF 3.222)

Return flows
of water

Return flows of water comprise water that is returned to the environment. (SEEA 3.210)

“Water
consumption”

Final water use is equal to evaporation, transpiration and water incorporated into
products. (Also referred to in water statistics as “water consumption”) (SEEA 3.222)



2. A. Make a diagram of all the interconnected flows of water
knowledge for the selected sub
add (or delete) arrows
B. For each arrow,

item codes of the IRWS and SEEA
diagram (Figure 2) some examples

Name of the sub-basin:

Make a diagram of all the interconnected flows of water based on your own
for the selected sub -basin. Use the template provided

arrows.
B. For each arrow, please identify the data items provided according to the data

item codes of the IRWS and SEEA-W tables (See separate - Annex I).
some examples are provided.

: Chiana or Bisenzio or Pisa (1 group by sub

Figure 2 Water cycle in the economy.
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based on your own
Use the template provided below, please

the data items provided according to the data
Annex I). On the

(1 group by sub-basin):
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3. For each data item on the data flow diagram (Figure 2) above, list the source of

data that could be used and indicate potential short coming. Use the table provided.

SEEA-W 2012 - Water use table (A TableIII.3)

Parameter Data source
Abstraction from inland water
resources: surface water (Specify which
purpose: distribution or own use)

Agriculture, farming. If it’s for
own use: which use? Irrigation,
etc.

[21] Prov. AR
[22] Prov. FI
[23] Prov. PO
[24] Prov. PI
[25] Prov. PT
[26] Prov. LU
[27] Prov. SI
[28] Prov. LI
[29] Prov. PG
[30] Comprensorio Empolese
Valdelsa

Mining quarrying, manufacturing
and construction. If it’s for own
use: which use?

Distribution or own use? Water collection, purification and
supply. Specify which dataset is
used for own use and which goes
for distribution.

Sewerage, If it’s for own use:
which use? Urban runoff, other?

Waste collection, treatment,
disposal, remediation activities
and services industries. If it’s for
own use: which use?

Abstraction from inland water
resources: groundwater (Specify which
purpose: distribution or own use)

Agriculture, farming. If is for own
use: which use? Irrigation, etc..

Mining quarrying, manufacturing
and construction. If it’s for own
use: which use?

Water collection, purification and
supply. Specify which dataset is
used for own use and which goes
for distribution.

Abstraction from inland water
resources: soil water (Specify which
purpose: distribution or own use)

Agriculture rain fed

Collection from precipitation (Specify
which purpose: distribution or own use)

Agriculture, farming. If it’s for
own use: which use? Irrigation,
etc...

Sewerage, If it’s for own use:
which use? Urban runoff, other?

Households abstraction from inland
water resources (Specify which purpose:
of own use)

Surface water

Groundwater

Reuse water Mining quarrying, manufacturing
and construction.
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SEEA-W 2012 - Water supply table (BTableIII.3)

Parameter Data source
Industry, service returns water as
reused water

Mining quarrying, manufacturing and
construction.

Supply of water to other economic
units

Water collection, purification and
supply, distribution to household.

Water collection, purification and
supply, distribution to industry.

Industry, service returns water as
wastewater to sewerage

Mining quarrying, manufacturing and
construction.

Households

Returns water to inland water
resources: surface water

Mining quarrying, manufacturing and
construction.

Electricity, Gas, steam, air
conditioning. Coming from, Ex:
cooling, hydroelectric power
generation, etc.

Sewerage. Coming from, Ex: urban
run-off, treated wastewater, etc.

Sewerage. Coming from, Ex: urban
run-off, non-treated wastewater, etc.

Industry, service returns water to
inland water resources:
groundwater

Agriculture, farming. Coming from,
Ex: irrigation water, etc.

Waste collection, treatment, disposal,
remediation activities and services
industries. Coming from, Ex: treated
wastewater, other, etc.

Households returns to inland water
resources

Surface water. Coming from, Ex:
Treated wastewater, other, etc.

Stretch Your Thinking

4. Can you provide quantitative estimates of the information that is not provided and
that is necessary to quantify all the flows of water, such as, water discharged to the
sewers and returns to inland water resources? You can add the numbers on the
diagram of question 2.
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DATA ITEMS CODES OF IRWS1
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1Comment: For the full version of the IRWM data code, follow the link below, Annex I of the pdf
document:

http://unstats.un.org/unsd/envaccounting/irws/irwswebversion.pdf
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